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REMARKS ON THE PAPER

' BASIC CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS'

J. M. BALL

We show that a condition studied in E. Silverman's paper is not, as
claimed, necessary for lower semicontinuity of multiple integrals in the
calculus of variations.

The purpose of this note is to show that a condition studied in [7] is
not, as claimed, a necessary condition for lower semicontinuity of multiple
integrals in the calculus of variations. To keep things simple we consider
integrals of the form

iF(y)=(

where G c R* is a bounded domain, y: G -» R ,̂ y'(x) = (dyydxa), and
F: MNxk -> R is continuous. Here MNxk denotes the linear space of real
N X k matrices. We suppose throughout that K > 2, N > 2. In [7] F is
called T-conυex if there exists a convex function /, defined on Rr,
r = (Ntk) ~ 1, such that

F(p) = f(τ(p)) for all/? e MNxk,

where τ(p) denotes the minors of p of all orders j , 1 <j < min(/c9 Λ
Γ),

arranged in some prescribed order. Γ-convexity of F was studied in
[1,2,3] under a different name, poly convexity, which we shall use in the
remainder of this note, and it is equivalent to a condition introduced
earlier by Morrey [4, p. 49]. (These papers contain lower semicontinuity
and existence theorems for polyconvex integrands of the same type as
given in [7, §§4-7].) Let us say that IF is lsc if IF(y) < liminΐj^^IF(yj)
whenever y^ —> y uniformly on G with supx χGG\yj(x) ~ yj(x)\ < C < oo
for ally. (Equivalently, if G has sufficiently regular boundary then IF is lsc
if and only if IF is sequentially weak* lower semicontinuous on the
Sobolev space Wloo(G; Rn).) A consequence of [7? Theorem 3.6] is that IF

lsc implies F polyconvex; that this conclusion is false was pointed out
implicitly by Morrey [4, p. 26]. Morrey's remark is based on an example
due to Terpstra [8] of a quadratic form

Q(P)= Σ "iajβPiaPjβ
l<i,j<N
l<ct,β<k
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having constant coefficients aiaJβ and with the properties
(i) (rank 1 convexity) Q(λ Θ μ) > 0 for all A G R ^ G R*,

(ii) there is no linear combination Q(p) of 2 X 2 minors of p such
that

Q(p) ^ Q(p) for all/? e
Teφstra showed that such quadratic forms exist if and only if k > 3 and
N > 3. By Morrey [4, Theorem 5.2] IQ is lsc if and only if Q satisfies (i).
But if Q satisfies (ii) then Q is not polyconvex; more generally, we have
the following proposition.

PROPOSITION. Let F(p) = Q(p) in a neighbourhood of p = 0. If Q
satisfies (ii) then F is not polyconvex.

Proof. Suppose F is polyconvex. By the convexity of / there exists
ί e R r such that

F(p) =f(τ(p))>f(0)+(θ, τ(p)) for all/> e M**k.

We write (θ,τ(p)) = Σf$k'N)Qj(p), where each Qj(p) is a linear
combination of j Xj minors of p. Note that F(0) =/(0) = 0. For any/?
and for |/| sufficiently small we thus have

min(λ:,Λ0

Dividing by \t\ and letting / -> 0 we see that Qλ(p) = 0. Dividing by t2

and letting /-^Owe obtain Q(p) > Q2(P)> contradicting (ii). D

Of course any Q satisfying (i) and (ii) is not bounded below. However,
applying the proposition to F(p) = max{-l, Q(ρ)} we see that if Q
satisfies (i), (ii) then G{p) = max{0,1 4- Q(p)} is nonnegative, IG is lsc
(it is the maximum of two lsc functional), but G is not polyconvex.

The proof of Theorem 3.6 in [7] consists of first showing (Lemma 3.4,
Corollary 3.5) that IF lsc implies F polyconvex in the special case when
N > k and F depends only on minors of maximal order k. This part of the
proof does not appear to be complete. The general case is then reduced to
the special one by adjoining new variables ξ: G -> R^ such that

for some function h depending only on /cth order minors of the (N + k)
X k matrix (*',); however, such a function h does not in general exist, since
all kth order minors of (*',) can be zero without determiningy'.
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The example of Terpstra is neither explicit nor elementary, and being
written in German is inaccessible to some. Recently D. Serre [5,6] has
provided an explicit example, namely

Q.(p)-H(p)-ε Σ {piaf

= (pn ~p23 - Pnf

+ (Pn ~ Pn ~ Pnf + (P2if +(Pnf>

where N = k = 3 and ε > 0 is sufficiently small. To keep this note
self-contained we now give a direct proof, following Serre [6], that Qε

satisfies (i) and (ii). First we note that H(λ ® μ) = 0 implies that

λ1μι - λ 2 μ 3 - λ3μ2 = λxμ2 - λ3μλ + λxμ3 = λ2μ x - X^ 3 - λ3μ1

= λ 2 μ 2 = λ3μ3 = 0,
def

and hence that λ = 0 or μ = 0. Thus inf|λ|=|μ)==1 H(λ ® μ) = ε0 is positive

and (i) follows for ε < ε0. Suppose for contradiction that

Qε(p)>Q(p) = - Σ Λia(adjp)ia forall/7,
l<ί,α<3

where A e M 3 x 3 is constant. Consider/? of the form

so that

adj p =

For such p
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c(α + c) -d(b + d)

c2-α2

The left-hand side is a quadratic form in α, b, c, d given explicitly by

α\A32 - A33 - ε) + b2(-A32 - β) + c 2 U 2 3 + Λ33 - ε)

+ d2(-A23 — ε) 4- (terms in αb, αc, αd, be, bd, cd).

For this sum to be nonnegative the coefficients of α2, b2, c2, d2 must be
nonnegative. But the sum of these coefficients is -4ε, a contradiction.
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